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Welcome
Thursday, June 21

**ILS S-Series Day Grand Ballroom 1 and 2**

- **7:30 AM**  Registration and Continental Breakfast
- **8:30 AM**  Convene Conference
- **8:45 AM**  S-Series Specification Portfolio Status
- **9:15 AM**  Keynote - Interoperability will Require Standards
- **10:00 AM** Mid-Morning Break
- **10:20 AM** ASD Strategic Standardization Group
- **10:40 AM** Technology Concept Panel
- **12:10 PM** Lunch
Thursday, June 21

**ILS S-Series Day Grand Ballroom 1 and 2**

- 1:30 PM  Data Exchange Modeling Working Group
- 1:50 PM  S4000M Overview
- 2:20 PM  Sx000i Handbook
- 2:40 PM  S3000L Overview
- 3:10 PM  Mid-afternoon Break
- 3:40 PM  S2000M Overview
- 4:00 PM  S5000F Overview
- 4:20 PM  Real World Example of ILS: The Bicycle
- 4:50 PM  Summary and Adjourn
Back in anno 1993 a NATO Acquisition logistics workshop was held.

The outcome of three intense weeks was a main business processes.

This process will be the framework for the ASD/AIA Suite of S - Specifications
Original NATO acquisition logistics main business processes

This process chart is proudly presented by the Heritage Council of Retired ILS Managers.

Source: Cassidian-Saab
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The ILS Process
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The ILS Specification Council
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ATA
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The Data Model and Exchange Working Group
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The ILS Specification Council
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Welcome
Thank you for your attention!